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Adenovirus vaccine vectors, such as the ChAdOx1 nCov-19 construct which has risen to prominence as a major vaccine for
COVID-19, may generate robust long-term immune system responses, according to ...
T-cell 'training grounds' behind robust immune system response seen in adenovirus vaccines
The Pinellas County government and its municipalities say they've now removed more than 900 tons of dead fish and other
marine life along the 40 miles of beaches and coastlines from Tierra Verde to ...
Red Tide Combined With Fish Kills Can Make Residents Doubly Sick
Arthur is concentrating on cleaning and restoring what remains of the fire. Because there is a vault full of damaged artifacts,
Arthur goes through them one by one and does everything she can to ...
Cleaning and Restoring the Past
Cindy McMullan of Columbia (second from right) and other volunteers take a break from a recent East St. Louis community
clean-up. Moms Demand Action is heavily involved with many organizations that ...
Columbia woman pitching in to help East St. Louis
Researchers led by a UMass Lowell environmental science professor say mercury measurements in a Massachusetts forest
indicate the toxic element is deposited in forests across the globe in much greater ...
Study Shows Forests Play Greater Role in Depositing Toxic Mercury Across the Globe
As many as one-third of Wisconsin’s gray wolves likely died at the hands of humans in the months after the federal
government announced it was ending legal ...
Study says hunting, poaching reduce Wisconsin wolf numbers
Ecological biosignatures” hold promise for revealing alien organisms that may dwell within icy moons such as Jupiter’s
Europa and Saturn’s Enceladus ...
New Approach Could Boost the Search for Life in Otherworldly Oceans
As the Mars helicopter Ingenuity breaks interplanetary records and captures the public's attention, NASA is quietly
researching a bigger, better Mars chopper to navigate the Red Planet's rough terrain ...
NASA studies bigger, better Mars helicopter
On a recent sunny weekday, Brian Ingram's faith in St ... toilet paper to enthusiastically buying curbside meals and holiday
meal kits. Purpose Driven Restaurants has grown over the past two ...
St. Paul restaurant owners give 3% of profits to charity: 'It takes a vision'
NOTE: A version of this remembrance was first published and broadcast by Northwest Public Broadcasting and the public
media Northwest News Network. John Michael Zachara liked to store kisses in ...
Tri-Cities geoscientist John Zachara dies, leaving a legacy of exploring what’s beneath Hanford
"What we're seeing in COVID isn't really exactly new," said epidemiologist Zihad Al-Aly, who is studying long COVID at
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Veterans Affairs St. Louis Health ... had been a science reporter for The ...
'Long COVID' may help us understand other chronic diseases
The AACR Team Science Award is a recognition of the successful ... She was senior author of a paper that described the first
use of a bi-specific T-cell engaging strategy to treat the most common ...
CU cancer members recognized for contributions to immunotherapy in pediatric cancer
The AACR Team Science Award is a recognition of the successful ... She was senior author of a paper that described the first
use of a bi-specific T-cell engaging strategy to treat the most common ...
Three CU researchers recognized for contributions to immunotherapy in childhood cancer
“What we're seeing in Covid isn't really exactly new,” said epidemiologist Zihad Al-Aly, who is studying long Covid at the
Veterans Affairs St. Louis ... had been a science reporter for ...
Long Covid may help understand other chronic diseases like cancer, Alzheimer’s
On a recent sunny weekday, Brian Ingram's faith in St ... toilet paper to enthusiastically buying curbside meals and holiday
meal kits. Purpose Driven Restaurants has grown over the past two ...
Investing in goodness, restaurant owners spread hope in St. Paul
There has been a drop in the average age of the patients at the adult national gender service in St Columcille ... In a 2018
paper in the peer-reviewed Public Library of Science journal in ...
Gender distress treatment in young people: a highly charged debate
Supported by By Kevin Armstrong Photographs by Amr Alfiky Matthew Luna, a freshman at St. Benedict’s Prep in Newark,
stood along a brook in Stokes State Forest as he scanned a paper map of the ...
‘No Shortcuts?’: A 40-Mile Rite of Passage for High School Freshmen
About 230 elementary students, most from Mead plus a few from Lyons and area charter schools, are getting an extra four
weeks of school through the St. Vrain ... He said the past school year ...
BVSD, SVVSD summer programs focus on preparing students for fall
He also hopes to inspire others to pursue careers in science, technology ... but storm’s path and frequency uncertain » Over
the past four years, Fitzgerald has played basketball and ran ...
Column: South suburban ‘young achievers’ spent high school in service to others, leadership roles
Tejon St. The other three ... they say. Over the past couple years specifically, they've been researching brewing science
heavily via doctoral papers, brewing books and more. “ ...
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